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Dissemination tools & impacts
Dissemination tools

- Website
- Blog
- Collections of pictures and working papers
Dissemination tools

- Website: a new version launched last September
  Focusing on the consortium’s activities
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- Blog
  - a steady flow of visitors (about 5,000 visitors per month)
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Blog:

A newsletter (500 subscribers including well known scholars)

But maintaining the blog is time-consuming.

What will happen after the project’s closure?
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- **Working papers**

  *Now, 4 working papers available on open access.*

  *Further working papers can be extracted from previous deliverables*

  *Policy briefs may also be uploaded?*
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- **Working papers**

  Uploaded on Hal, the French open access academic platform.

  Referenced on Google scholar and RePEc (Research Papers in Economics)
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Downloaded 41 times from Hal and 20 times from RePEc
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The collective book

Collective book in preparation
Edward Elgar
• UrbaChina mentioned in several studies:

Dissemination: notable impacts

Blog recognized by peers:

Posts published on the blog are quoted in several books and articles:


16 January 2015 ● Paris ● WP6
Dissemination: notable impacts

Our opinion matters:

Our book and article reviews are taken into consideration:

... book review on Amazon

• Bracken, G. (2012), *Aspects of Urbanization in China: Shanghai, Hong Kong, Guangzhou*, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press
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Policy briefs:

*What to do? To strengthen our impact?*
Thank you!

urbachina-edition@services.cnrs.fr
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/about
www.urbachina.eu